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Hermès Quartet 

A Zest for Peril and Playfulness 
Hermès Quartet Makes Its New York Debut at Carnegie Hall 
Anthony Tommasini | The New York Times | October 18, 2013 

Whatever the economic challenges facing classical  

music, there is no shortage of superb young artists eager to 

enter the field. In recent years, the Ebène Quartet, comprising 

four young men based in Paris, emerged as the most exciting 

new string quartet to come out of France. Now another Paris-

based ensemble, the Hermès Quartet, is ready to take its place 

in the new generation. The Hermès made its impressive New 

York debut on Wednesday night at Zankel Hall, an event pre-

sented by Young Concert Artists. These four poised, confident 

and accomplished young musicians (the violinists Omer 

Bouchez and Elise Liu, the violist Yung-Hsin Chang, the cellist 

Anthony Kondo) met as students at Lyon Conservatory and formed their quartet in 2008. Last year they 

won the Young Concert Artists International Auditions.  

It took some courage for the Hermès to begin with Debussy’s Quartet in G minor. This early  

Debussy piece is probably the best-known work from the French string-quartet repertory. By playing it, 

the quartet was inviting comparisons. The musicians brought rhythmic+ crispness and finesse to the 

animated first movement. Over all their well-blended sound favored dark, mellow colorings and rich  

textures, for an unusual, and winning, combination of decisiveness and depth. The Hermès captured the 

playful and ominous qualities of the second movement. The episodic finale, which can seem the weak 

point, here had narrative urgency and shape, which made the music even more exciting.  

In tribute to the composer Henri Dutilleux, who died in May at age 97, the Hermès played that 

French modernist master’s “Ainsi la Nuit” (“Thus the Night”), completed in 1976. This 20-minute piece, 

in seven connected movements, may seem elusive on the surface. Enigmatic melodic phrases come and 

go, alternating with quietly whirling figures, skittish pizzicati bursts, sustained passages of pungent 

atonal harmonies, and more. But the intense and colorful playing of the quartet kept you riveted.  

After a lithe account of Schubert’s bustling Quartettsatz in C minor, the Hermès paid tribute to 

Verdi about a week after his 200th birthday by ending the program with that composer’s only large-

scaled chamber work: Quartet in E minor, written in three weeks in 1873. The music alternates rigorous 

compositional techniques, including episodes of counterpoint and fugue, with passages of operatic    

melody and drama.  

The musicians brought clarity and energy to the bouts of complex writing and counterpoint. My 

guess is that these French string players are Verdi opera fans. Only that would explain their beguiling 

way with the quartet’s unabashed operatic writing. You could hear the danger beneath the deceptively 

breezy melody of the second movement, much the way the evil Lady Macbeth toasts the dinner guests at 

her husband’s castle. And in a soaring solo cello melody of the third movement, Mr. Kondo revealed his 

inner Verdi baritone.  
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